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Few musicians can claim to have performed on the same stage as 
Lang Lang, Yo-Yo Ma and the New York Philharmonic Orchestra. 
However, all 70 students in the ISB Concert Orchestra proudly have 
this honor following our performance at the National Centre for 
the Performing Arts (NCPA), affectionately known as “The Egg,” on 
October 15. 

The concert marked a partnership between ISB and the Beijing 
National Day School (BNDS), with a total of 180 students from both 
schools performing in a combined orchestra on a stage that normally 
accommodates 150. A shared love of music and new experiences 
united students, whose countless hours of rehearsing paid off with 
a symphony befitting of a world-class venue packed with more than 
1,500 audience members.

We were informed of our NCPA concert on April 1, leading many 
to think it was an April Fool’s Day joke! After accepting the concert 
was an exciting reality, we began an intense preparation process. 
Our busy rehearsal schedule included four-hour practice sessions 
throughout the week, including on weekends and during the 
National Day golden week in October. Dresses were fitted, shoes 
were shined, ties were tied and pages upon pages of music were 
meticulously played. 

Our concert repertoire included “Hoedown” by Copland, “Simple 
Symphony” by Britten, “Hungarian Dances No. 1 & 5” by Brahms, 
“Bolero” by Ravel, “Symphony No. 9” by Dvořák and pieces Les 
Misérables, Cats and Pirates of the Caribbean.

A nerve-wracking atmosphere awaited us as we walked out on stage 
for the concert. The audience was more than we ever imagined! This, 

ISB Concert Orchestra Performs at NCPA
By Rachel T, Amei S and Emily L (Grade 10)

along with the bright lights of the stage, only contributed to the 
adrenaline rush, leading to a brilliant performance. One piece after 
another, the beaming faces of the audience only encouraged us to 
play better. 

The last note of Dvořák’s symphony resonated in the silence of 
the concert hall. The silence was then broken by the audience’s 
thunderous applause. To our delight, standing ovations led to two 
encores from the orchestra. 

Led by our conductors Ms. Bulteel from ISB and Mr. Jia from the 
BDNS, students from both schools showcased musical and cultural 
harmony throughout the concert.

“We were amazed at how well everyone fitted together. It was 
challenging for students from both schools to play with different 
conductors. There were different styles and techniques, but this was 
a good lesson in life; you have to get used to working with different 
people,” said Ms. Bulteel. 

Ms. Bulteel noted the concert encapsulated ISB’s Strategic Plan 
IV, which gives students’ access to expertise through external 
partnerships, provides compelling local and global engagements, 
and deepens Chinese integration.

“This concert represented our strategic plan in action. Every aspect 
of the plan was reflected in the concert. It was all there, not just in 
the final result but in the process leading up to it,” she said.

Many thanks to Mr. Jia, Mr. Yu and Ms. Bulteel for leading us with their 
trusty batons. Our thanks also to Ms. Zhou, Mr. Côté and Mr. Long 
for helping plan all the logistics of the night, and to Ms. Wenstrom 

for organizing this wonderful experiential learning 
opportunity. Finally, our sincere thanks to the 
audience who supported ISB and BNDS students 
during a spectacular night of music. 

The hours of hectic preparation in the dressing 
rooms, tiring rehearsals and NCPA canteen food 
were all worth it! Our concert at China’s most 
prestigious concert hall will be a memory we 
treasure long after our time at ISB, just like our new 
friendships with BNDS peers fostered over our 
shared passion for music.

Watch a video about the concert on Dragons’ Tube  ///////.

http://tube.isb.bj.edu.cn/viewerportal/isb/home.vp?programId=esc_program:17925&contentAssociationId=association:61949
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International Day is one of the most eagerly 
anticipated events on the ISB calendar. Despite 
festivities being moved indoors just hours 
before action kicked off, this year lived up to 
our community’s high expectations with a 
memorable celebration on Friday, October 10. 

Festivities started with our youngest students, 
whose parade began in the elementary school 
and wound its way through all school divisions 
before finishing in the cafeterias, where cuisines 
from around the world tempted taste buds. 

Cheered on by enthusiastic parents, teachers, 
and middle school and high school students 
lining school hallways, children reveled in 
the carnival-like atmosphere that included a 
soundtrack of music from around the world. 
From flowing Korean hanbok dresses and 
elaborate African kitenge garments to flags 
and face painting representing countries and 
regions around the world, the diversity of our 
ISB community was on show in all its glory. 

This year ISB invited 16 food vendors 
representing a dozen different nationalities. 
They each provided delicious and affordable 
food including Singaporean, Malaysian, 
Korean, Chinese, French, Australian, American, 
Philippine, Indian and Japanese fare to name 
a few. Ice cream was also a big hit with our 
community, with volunteers reporting that an 
ice cream was sold every 15 seconds over a 
two-hour period – a staggering statistic!

Entertainment is always one of the highlights 
of International Day, and this year was no 
exception. A lively two-hour program in our 
theater featured performances from our junior 
and Treble Makers fifth-grade choirs, a Chinese 
drum ensemble, a bamboo-splitting katana 
(Japanese sword) display, and group and 
individual song and dance performances.

Also on the entertainment lineup was a 
diverse array of cultural showcases based on 
customs from all over the globe. This year’s 
program featured:

Africa: Ethiopian tea ceremony

Greater China: Fan painting, Chinese 
calligraphy 

Southeast Asia: Vietnamese coffee, Philippine 
tinikling dance, Singaporean and Malaysian 
five-stone game

Korea: Pig wrestling

Japan: Kimono fittings

India: Henna hand painting

USA: Basketball game

Europe: Foosball game and cheese tasting

Latin America: Music and flag bracelets

Oceania: Haka dance and face painting

The PTA would like to thank all teachers, staff, 
parents and students who volunteered their 
time to make the day such a great success!

ISB Creates Cross-Cultural Extravaganza for International Day 
Photos: Abel Blanco
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Watch a video about the tea ceremony on Dragons’ Tube  ///////.Savoring a Sip of Chinese Culture 可贵的经验

“When you drink tea, you need to calm down and use your heart 
to appreciate tea.” These were the wise words of Ms. Zhang Jinjie, 
owner of the Green T. House, when ISB high school students visited 
her tea house to learn about Chinese tea ceremony customs on 
September 18.

Unlike downtown Beijing, it was very quiet around the tea house. I 
could hear birds chirping and admire the beautiful surroundings. 

I was amazed by its interior. There were two long tables each with 
tea mats in the middle of the tea house. The tea masters welcomed 
us as we entered. Ms. Zhang explained the functions of tea, such 
as its ability to help refresh one’s mind and aid digestion. After she 
finished introducing tea to us, a tea master made us tea. 

A tray, teapot, strainer, glass cup, tea leaves and flowers lay in front 
of the tea master. He first used the teapot to boil water. Next, he 
poured hot water into the glass cup to warm it before pouring the 
water into the tea tray. Then he put tea leaves into the tea strainer 
and poured hot water. 

The next step was the most stimulating: we drank the tea! The 
green tea had a strong, refreshing flavor. The way our tea master 
made tea and the way our Chinese teacher, Ms. Yang, made tea 
were different. When Ms. Yang made tea, she first brewed it and 
then used a strainer as she poured tea into our cups. 

My partner Mina and I asked Ms. Zhang questions in 
Chinese. She said she started making tea when she 
was 20, and she opened the Green T. House when she 
was 25. 

Ms. Zhang told us that we could make tea by ourselves. 
We first had to choose the tea that we wanted to 
drink, the cups we wanted to use, the teapot that we 
liked, and the tea set. Our group chose green, rose and 
peppermint teas because green tea helps digestion, 
rose tea helps promotes beauty and peppermint tea 
has refreshing properties. 

While waiting for the water to boil, we went outside 
to pick flowers to decorate our tea setting. We chose 
purple and pink flowers, which complemented our 
teas. After the water boiled, we first poured it over 
other tea utensils to heat it up. Next, we put the tea 
into our teapot and poured hot water over the tea tray. 
Finally, we put the tea leaves into the tea cup by using a 
big teaspoon. 

Our experiential learning opportunity at the Green T. 
House helped me understand how Chinese people 
drink, appreciate and make tea. 

http://tube.isb.bj.edu.cn/viewerportal/isb/home.vp?programId=esc_program:17513
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Students Wish Confucius a Happy Birthday by Honoring His Virtues
The world has changed drastically since Confucius lived in 
China, but his values continue to resonate with ISB students 
who paid homage to the famous philosopher on his 2,565th 
birthday on September 28.

Chinese teachers invited staff, students and their families to 
commemorate the milestone by writing how they embrace 
Confucian virtues in their daily lives on cards displayed 
in the school. The activity, dubbed “What does the card 
say?,” featured poignant examples of the ISB community’s 
connection to Confucianism. Cards included the following 
messages:

•	 I am curious and active in learning by reading, writing and 
doing math – Elvin, Grade 3

•	 I listen to my teacher. I follow instructions. I love myself by 
caring for myself – Chloe, Grade 3

•	 I love my parents by hugging and playing with them – Owen, 
Grade 5

•	 I am curious and active in learning by trying new subjects 
and after-school activities – Jina, Grade 10

•	 I am honest by keeping my work and deeds – Mrs. Philen, 
Grade 5 teacher 

Confucianism is a philosophy based on virtues required for 
day-to-day living. It emphasizes filial piety, modesty, planning, 
respect, morality, honesty and sincerity. Confucius believed that 
people could lead rich, fulfilling lives by adopting these values. 

By Annie He, Chinese Integration Specialist

By Annie He, Chinese Integration Specialist 

Mooncakes Spread Mid–
Autumn Festival Cheer
ISB put a modern twist on the Mid-Autumn Festival’s 
traditional snack of mooncakes this year by inviting staff and 
students to send “mooncake grams” to each other. The cards 
were accompanied by messages of warm greetings for the 
festival, which this year fell on September 8.

Of course, no birthday party would be complete without 
cake (although there wasn’t enough room for 2,565 candles)! 
Following speeches by school principals and Head of School 
Tarek Razik, students sang “Happy Birthday” to Confucius 
during lunchtime parties before eating cake and admiring 
cards by peers paying homage to Confucian virtues.

The birthday celebration also aligned with Strategic Plan IV 
by serving as a cross-cultural activity that allowed students to 
deepen their connection to China as a Confucian society.
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Watch a video about Danny Gregory’s visit to ISB on Dragons’ Tube  ///////.

Artist and author Danny Gregory has led a life as colorful 
as many of his paintings. Formerly a creative director at a 
multinational advertising agency, his journey from “ad man” to 
“art man” began in his mid-30s when he started sketching the 
urban surrounds of his native New York.

Since then he has written and illustrated nearly a dozen books 
about his life experiences and drawing. Now solely focused on 
art, Mr. Gregory travels the world sharing his expertise about 
harnessing creative potential through art and other means.

ISB hosted Mr. Gregory as its artist in residence from 
September 15 to 26. He interacted with students from 
all grades throughout his two weeks at ISB, from leading 
sketching workshops in the lower elementary school to giving 
seniors advice on what to expect at art school or university.

“I’ve been trying to encourage kids of all ages to feel good 
about being creative. Little kids are naturally creative and 
don’t really need a lot of help, but when kids reach late middle 
school they can start to get anxious about their creativity and 
feel judgmental about the things they are making,” he said.

One of his first engagements was participating in a student-led 
dialogue during a high school assembly on September 17. 
During the Q&A session, Mr. Gregory spoke about how he used 
his artistic talent in the corporate world and revealed what 
inspires him each time he picks up his pencil and sketchbook.

Yasmine R and Rachel W, from years 11 and 12 respectively, led 
the assembly dialogue and another in the MS/HS Cafeteria on 
the eve of Mr. Gregory’s final day at ISB. Both said ISB’s external 
partnerships that bring experts from all fields to the school 
benefit students of all ages.

“The fact ISB has so many opportunities to invite these 
speakers and give students a chance to go out and explore 
what they want to do is fantastic,” said Rachel.

“It’s a great opportunity to engage with really creative artists. 
We also get new ideas and advice that we can inspire our own 
creativity as well,” Yasmine said of ISB’s artist-in-residence 
program.  

Mr. Gregory’s visit didn’t only inspire students’ artistic 
creativity. Li Keqing, a MS/HS Cafeteria server and ISB bus 
monitor, was chosen by the American artist to pose in one 

Danny Gregory Draws Artistic Creativity from ISB
By Tom Fearon

of his paintings that 
featured her and two of her 
co-workers. 

The following day Ms. Li 
presented Mr. Gregory with 
her own artistic creation: a 
portrait she had sketched 
based on his photo.

“I was born with a love 
for drawing. My favorite 
subjects to draw are 
people’s faces, so every day 
at my previous work unit I 
would find someone seated 
to draw,” explained Ms. Li, 
who was forced to abandon 
her artistic dream in her 
youth to study machinery 
manufacturing.

Mr. Gregory said his time at ISB had also inspired a personal 
artistic evolution driven by tapping “kid energy.” 

“It’s been great to be around this many people of so many 
ages. They inspire me and fill me with their energy as well. 
I found a lot of the drawing and painting I was doing was 
changing; I was using different kinds of colors and drawing in  
a looser style,” he said.

http://tube.isb.bj.edu.cn/viewerportal/isb/home.vp?programId=esc_program:17538
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Watch a video about the Terry Fox Run on Dragons’ Tube  ///////.

Rain dampened the ISB campus but not the spirit of the 
school’s 21st annual Terry Fox Run on September 26. This year’s 
run attracted another enthusiastic turnout from students of 
all grade levels eager to lace up their shoes and follow in the 
footsteps of Terry Fox, who famously embarked on a run across 
Canada in 1980 to raise funds for cancer research.

Action began at 8:30 am when children from the lower 
elementary school gathered in the dome with parents and 
teachers. Following introductions by Head of School Tarek 
Razik and elementary school principal Clarissa Sayson, children 
watched a video about Terry Fox’s inspiring journey. A video 
message from his younger sister Judith Fox, who visited ISB 
last year, was also screened to inspire children ahead of their 
walk around the dome.

During the 20-minute walk around the dome’s track, children’s 
support for cancer research was obvious not just from their 
Terry Fox Run T-shirts, but also from many giving up their ice 
cream allowance to donate in collection boxes. Many walked 
hand-in-hand around the track, with some even paying tribute 
to Terry Fox by hobbling around the track. 

“When we asked one boy why he was limping he said he 
wanted to feel what it must have been like for Terry Fox during 
his run across Canada,” said elementary school assistant 
principal Keith Collins.

Students Put Best Foot Forward in 2014 Terry Fox Run 
By Tom Fearon

Upper elementary school students participated in their 
dome run at 10:00 am, but the run was held outdoors in 
the afternoon for middle school and high school students. 
Despite overcast weather and light drizzle, students packed 
the stadium to watch videos broadcast on the big screen and 
hear motivational speeches from middle school principal Mark 
Hardeman and high school counterpart Paul Wood. 

At the time Terry Fox was treated for the bone cancer that 
claimed his leg and eventually led to his death in 1981, few 
patients survived that kind of malignancy, known as an 
osteosarcoma. But Mr. Hardeman told students advances in 
treatment over the last few decades have dramatically altered 
that grim prognosis, with the majority of patients today not 
only keeping their limbs, but many also surviving the cancer.

Dr. Wood noted one of the reasons students rally behind the 
Terry Fox Run is because of the “personal connection” many 
have to cancer.

“There aren’t many families in any community who aren’t 
affected by cancer. For me as an adopted Canadian, I find Terry 
Fox an inspirational figure. Coming together today not only 
shows support not only for his legacy, but more importantly 
raises money to continue research into the fight against 
cancer,” he said.

“The students really care sincerely. Even when the weather isn’t 
great and there is some rain it might seem easy to complain, 
but everyone is out there and they know they can do their part 
to show support,” Dr. Wood added.

http://tube.isb.bj.edu.cn/viewerportal/isb/home.vp?programId=esc_program:17710
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Watch a video about the scavenger hunt on Dragons’ Tube  ///////.

By Tom Fearon

Middle School Scavenger Hunt Highlights Creativity
ISB middle school students got off to a fun start to the 
school year by participating in a scavenger hunt on 
August 8. The school-wide hunt began and ended at the 
stadium. Students used their creativity and intellect to 
piece together clues and find listed items.

ISB Gets Its Own ‘Great Wall’ for Art
ISB’s newest art space has injected plenty of color into 
school life and given students a space of their own to 
showcase their artistic talent and creativity. The middle 
school art department proposed “The Wall,” a four-meter 
outdoor art space located in ISB’s central quadrangle just 
outside the art classrooms, in April 2014. The proposal 
was accepted the following month and construction of 
“The Wall” was completed in May.

Graffiti art has become an expressive and, in some 
instances, controversial part of popular culture. While 
graffiti still has its critics, it has become a more accepted 
and even legalized art form in many countries around 
the world.  

“The Wall” was built to allow ISB students the 
opportunity to explore this unique art form and learn 

By Steve Northcott, MS Art Teacher

the responsibilities associated with graffiti culture. By optimizing 
each student’s capacity to learn through an individualized 
experience, “The Wall” also aligns with ISB’s Strategic Plan IV. Just like 
our sports fields and theater, “The Wall” offers another special place 
for students to learn and indulge in their passion.  

In order to use “The Wall,” students must first obtain a permit to 
paint from either Ms. Zvinakis or Mr. Northcott in the middle school 
art department, or paint under the direct supervision of their 
classroom/subject teacher.

When using “The Wall,” ISB requires all students to respect the space 
and the environment. Users should always wear a mask and clean up 
their space after use. A detailed set of rules is listed on the back of 
each permit.

We are excited to see the acts of expression that ISB students 
generate on “The Wall!”

http://tube.isb.bj.edu.cn/viewerportal/isb/home.vp?programId=esc_program:17901
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Village Experience Brings Social Studies to Life
Armed with clipboards, cameras and a keen sense of curiosity, 
17 ISB grade 9 social studies students visited a Shunyi district 
village on an experiential learning opportunity that aimed to 
connect their curriculum with real-world issues. An authentic, 
compelling local experience, the September 1 visit to 
Tiangezhuang village also gave students a chance to interact 
with villagers and practice their Chinese through face-to-face 
engagements. 

Now in its second year, the program allows students to choose 
their own research questions that are investigated during local 
off-campus experiential learning opportunities at various 
villages. Major themes in geography and society, including 
movement, location and human-environment interaction, 
form the basis of many students’ research questions. 

Tiangezhuang is only a short drive from ISB’s campus, but it’s 
a world away from the metropolitan hustle and bustle most 
people associate with Beijing. An unpaved road runs through 
the rapidly urbanized village that is home to a few hundred 
migrant workers. The smell of steamed buns wafts from 
hole-in-the-wall restaurants lining the main thoroughfare, 
which teems with the sounds of bicycle bells, beeping horns 
and slamming Chinese chess pieces from games played by 
elderly men.

By Tom Fearon

In addition to taking photos of village life, students also spoke 
to locals to learn their personal stories and find out how their 
livelihoods are influenced by the local environment. Sarah G 
chose to research how housing and waste management affect 
villagers’ incomes. Sarah said she was eager to engage with 
locals during the experience, which followed a trip two weeks 
earlier to the same village that was unfortunately timed.

“On our last visit we came in the afternoon when all the 
villagers were napping, so I had to settle on just making a field 
sketch,” she laughed. “You have to actually talk to people as 
part of your research, including asking about their income and 
whether they make enough to pay for family expenses. Some 
might find it personal, but those who respond usually give a 
lot of details. One man I interviewed was a fruit vendor, and 
he was happy to tell me about his busy hours and other work 
details.”

Many students spoke about their passion for experiential 
learning, with Sarah hailing its benefits for helping ISB 
students to deepen their connection with China and 
capitalize on cross-cultural opportunities through face-to-face 
interactions.

“[Experiential learning] is great because it gives you a better 
grasp of your greater area and not just your own setting. It also 
helps you to develop a better understanding of others, too,” 
she said.
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Watch a video about the choir’s performance on Dragons’ Tube  ///////.ISB Concert Choir Performs at Sino-US Ties Reception
A dozen students from ISB’s Concert Choir performed 
at a reception commemorating the 35th anniversary 
of Sino-US diplomatic relations at the Great Hall of 
the People in Beijing on September 4. ISB students 
were joined by other American students from 
international schools in performing Chinese and 
American folk songs to an audience of dignitaries 
including Chinese Vice President Li Yuanchao and 
former US President Jimmy Carter.

ISB singers performed two songs on the evening 
including “Peony and Rose,” which was sung in 
Chinese and symbolized friendship between the two 
countries. 

The rare opportunity to perform at the Great Hall 
of the People, Beijing’s equivalent of Capitol Hill, 
presented a once-in-a-lifetime local and global 
experiential learning opportunity for ISB students. 
In addition to seeing the importance of high-level 
diplomacy, choir members learned more about their 
own unique role as cultural ambassadors able to 
unite people from both sides through music. 

“Music is special because you don’t have to be able 
to understand the words people are singing to 
feel what they are trying to get across, which is the 
emotion behind the words,” said Ephraim H, a grade 
11 baritone. 

However, adjusting to the prestigious hall’s size and 
layout proved challenging for some performers. 

 “We didn’t have stage lights, so you could see 
everyone in the audience. It was the biggest room I 
had ever seen and there were a lot of people,” said 
grade 10 soprano Melanie B. 

Despite admitting it was a “nerve-wracking” 
experience sitting backstage as distinguished 
guests gave speeches, Sophia C said anxiety quickly 
disappeared when students shook hands with 
former President Carter. 

“What I really noticed was that, like all presidents, he 
was well-respected and really held highly. He would 
smile and make you feel like you’ve known him 

By Tom Fearon

forever,” Sophia said of the 90-year-old Nobel Peace 
Prize Laureate. 

“My entire life has been a mix of Chinese and 
American cultures, so it was a great experience to 
see at the higher level how things are. Hearing some 
of the speeches provided an interesting, enriching 
experience overall,” she added. 

 Although ISB students have no living memory of 
the 39th US president’s term in office, his efforts to 
forge closer ties with China through diplomacy and 
people-to-people exchanges were not lost on ISB’s 
young Americans. 

“I hadn’t really heard about [Carter] until that night. I 
knew of him, and getting to shake his hand was really 
cool,” said Melanie. “When I told my dad he was 
crazed and said, ‘You need to tell your grandparents 
because they’re big Jimmy Carter fans.’” 

http://tube.isb.bj.edu.cn/viewerportal/isb/home.vp?programId=esc_program:17147
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Watch a video about the theater workshops on Dragons’ Tube ///////.English and Drama Students Get Physical in Theater
Two world-renowned physical theater educators returned 
to ISB in September to share their expertise with middle 
and high school students in drama and English classes. 
Mark Hill, an experienced Australian stage performer who 
teaches with the International Schools Theater Association 
and National Institute of Dramatic Art in Australia, led 
back-to-back two-hour workshops at the ISB theater for 
middle school students set to perform in upcoming musical 
production Mulan Jr., which will be staged in May 2015. 

After teaching students about the seven types of onstage 
energy, Mr. Hill outlined how to master on-stage focus 
and physical awareness to connect with audiences. His 
workshops culminated in an energetic display of butoh, a 
form of Japanese dance theater he described as “poetry of 
the body.”

“Kids seldom get a chance to really explore the power of 
the expressive body, but they love it and they love living 
in their bodies,” said Mr. Hill, who also led physical theater 
workshops at ISB in 2012.

Much like Mr. Hill’s teachings, Mulan Jr. unites various 
components of ISB’s Strategic Plan IV by incorporating 
project-based learning with Chinese integration involving 
one of the country’s ancient legendary figures. 

By Tom Fearon

Another key component of ISB’s strategic plan is enriching students’ 
learning through external partnerships. New York playwright and 
actress Megan Campisi represents one of the school’s long-term 
partners whose expertise has also presented valuable learning 
opportunities for drama and English students from the middle 
school to International Baccalaureate diploma program.

In contrast to Mr. Hill’s foray into contemporary Eastern dance forms 
such as kabuki and butoh, Ms. Campisi returned to the roots of 
Western literature by delving into Shakespearean classics King Lear 
and Hamlet as part of her mission to “catapult students’ imagination 
into the text.” 

Although ISB is a different school to the one Ms. Campisi first visited 
in 2005, she noted teachers’ commitment to igniting students’ 
passion for learning has remained constant.

“The English teachers are doing really interesting work and they’re 
pushing students to do challenging, necessary things. Students have 
so much focus and they are so available to dive into something and 
really just explore and experiment,” she said.

Mr. Hill echoed the sentiment, noting that ISB’s thriving performing 
arts curriculum brings out the best in students’ learning and 
enthusiasm for on-stage performance.

“I get to work with amazing teachers who are passionate about 
education. Every school you visit, it comes down to the teachers 
because their students will always reflect the teachers’ passion. 
The most rewarding part is working with motivated children and 
experiencing different cultures and their arts,” he said.

http://tube.isb.bj.edu.cn/viewerportal/isb/home.vp?programId=esc_program:17141
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Back to Basics with Music and Movement
In September, grade 2 students invited their parents to their performing arts classes for a “Back to Basics” showcase. Students 
performed an instrumental piece as well as a few folk dances. They demonstrated many skills learned in the beginning of the 
year including melodic improvisation, playing/moving as an ensemble, and playing various accompaniment patterns. They were 
excited to have the opportunity to teach their parents the instrumental patterns, and our four folk dances “Ti Ya Ya,” “Shoofly,” 
“Zodiac” and “Little Johnny Brown.”

By Matt Enders, ES Music Teacher

Introducing the Table in PreK 3 Everyone’s Talking About
Getting the right piece of furniture for a classroom can be 
easy or challenging, especially for the start of the school year. 
Fortunately, luck was on our side when we decided to add a 
new table. 

The “Talking Table” represents a collaboration between 
Jack Li, a practical-minded local carpenter, and myself. We 
had partnered together on projects before and I knew 
Jack’s knowledge of local wood and the skills of his workers 
could make a special table needed for the PreK 3 learning 
environment.

The inspiration came from a Chinese window that sits on a 
ledge in the classroom. Taking recycled legs and sides from an 
unused table in our art studio area, Jack made a shelf insert 
with little partitions to match my design. The guiding thought 
was to have a table that would hold different objects that the 
children would select and then be able to view them as they 
sat at the table. By removing the four corner screws, the glass 
top comes off to allow for changing the objects.

By Karen Fidler, PreK 3 Teacher

The table sits in the main room in our area with eight matching 
stools and is the designated drawing table, but what really 
happens at the table is a different story. Because the children 
have chosen the objects to go in there, they have a connection 
to the table already. 

They recognize their pieces, talk about them to others and 
point and describe things they see. We play I Spy together 
and use a marker to draw on the glass top as they sort items 
into categories. One day we were marking off all the objects 
they could eat. They found things that were brown, shiny, 
or they have at home. The games and talking that goes on 
is invaluable: hearing and learning new words, speaking 
to others, listening to vocabulary that they may not use 
themselves, making decisions, sorting, making simple 
sentences, practicing one to one correspondence and 
identifying by attributes. So many learning targets in one space! 

Our curriculum drives our teaching and learning. Our learning 
spaces allow us to be creative and purposeful in laying the 

foundation for future learning. How wonderful that the children 
have the opportunity, through the use of this table, to enjoy 
success and happiness in their daily interaction with others. 

You’re welcome to pop in and explore it, too!
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Middle School Students Take Team Building to New Heights
Middle school students participated in enriching experiential learning opportunities in 
mid-September. Overnight trips were organized to Singing Deer Lodge in Miyun County, 
Beijing (grade 6); Qingshanling, Tianjin (grade 7); and Via Ferrata in Huairou District, 
Beijing (grade 8). The experiences are designed to build relationships among students 
and with their teachers through fun, engaging individual and group activities in a safe, 
natural environment away from the hustle and bustle of Beijing.

For the second year, grade 8 students visited the Shimenshan Holiday Park and Via 
Ferrata. The team-building activities and water challenges at Shimenshan provided 
excellent opportunities for the students to work together for a common goal and get to 
know more about their colleagues in other classes in their team. 

Grade 8 students also took on the challenge of some rock climbing at Via Ferrata. 
Securely attached to a wire cable, they all safely negotiated the orientation climb. Many 
students then embarked on a second climb, which they duly completed with a sense of 
great achievement despite some having early misgivings. 

Teachers were very impressed with students’ willingness to take on something new and 
encourage each other as they climbed. It was a great bonding experience for all those 
who went on the trip and one of the best mentoring trips we have had in grade 8. A 
special thanks to the experiential learning team who made arrangements for the trip. 

Photos and words by Jim Fidler, MS Humanities Teacher 
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Facing the ‘Hard’ Truth about Environmental Studies
Environmental systems and societies 
(ESS) is often considered by students as 
the “softest” of the Group 4 experimental 
sciences. The fact that the class is 
considered a standard level course with an 
enticing off-campus experiential learning 
opportunity each year makes it appear laid 
back and easy. 

However, on August 31 a bus dropped 
off 17 sticky teenagers and their tired 
supervisors at the ISB high school entrance. 
Their exhausted bodies, dripping with 
sweat and caked in dirt, had just spent 
three full days without showers up in the 
mountains of Miyun County, where they 
sampled water quality, set up and collected 
pitfalls, and cored trees to investigate issues 
ranging from soil moisture to biodiversity 
to distance upstream impacting water 
quality and carbon sequestration. 

They did this through rain and shine, 
through laughter and tears. Ultimately, 
the trip instilled a sense of satisfaction 
in them – a satisfaction with their own 
capabilities. After a year of taking the 
course and going on both trips, one must 
conclude that ESS does lean closer to the 
“softer” side of the sciences because it lacks 
the more traditional scientific components 
associated with biology, chemistry, and 
physics. But does that mean that the course 
isn’t “hard?” 

The best way to find out is to ask one of 
the 17 students who cried over the giant 
bags on their back or smiled over the 
successful recapture of marked millipedes 
for the Lincoln index, a statistical measure 
used to estimate unobserved cases. Those 
students are bound to have started on their 
full lab reports by now (and improved their 
hygiene since the trip). 

By Max B and Hah-jeong H (Grade 12)
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ISB Basketball Team Shares Court with NBA Legends 
Shooting with the Stars Makes Hoop Dream a Reality 
For the 18,000 fans who packed the Wukesong MasterCard 
Center in Beijing on October 15, the preseason game between 
the Sacramento Kings and Brooklyn Nets was a rare chance to 
see NBA stars in action. For ISB’s mixed-grade boys’ basketball 
team, it was an unforgettable night to share the spotlight with 
some past, present (and maybe future) NBA legends.
The Nets ultimately clinched a thrilling 129-117 win in overtime, 
but when the hooter sounded for the end of the second period 
it was time for us to take center court for a 10-minute half-time 
friendly game against a team from the NBA Yao School founded 
by Chinese basketball great Yao Ming. 
After changing into our Dragons’ kit, we warmed up and headed 
to center court just like the NBA players had before the game 
tipped off. Both teams were given VIP passes that included 
access to the locker rooms and the chance to meet former NBA 
stars Yao Ming, Shaquille O’Neal, Vlade Divac, Peja Stojaković and 
Mitch Richmond. 
We were all very nervous about playing because we didn’t want 
to make a mistake in front of the 18,000 fans, not to mention the 
millions watching on TV around the world! The next few minutes 
went by extremely quickly. Both ISB and the NBA Yao School 
team were evenly matched and showed great sportsmanship on 
the court.  
After our game we had our photos taken with Shaquille O’Neal, 
Yao Ming, Vlade Divac and the NBA cheerleaders. Joining me on 
court for the game were fellow ISB students Alexei M (Grade 12), 
Teran P (Grade 12), Lachlan O (Grade 7) and Nolan F (Grade 7).

                 By Collin S, Grade 7                    By Lachlan O, Grade 7 

Having a Ball during the Fastest 10 Minutes of My Life
Going into the game I had little knowledge about the NBA 
stars, but I had a fantastic time meeting them. One of the stars 
I met was Shaquille O’Neal. When we posed for a group photo 
he put his hand on my shoulder. As I turned to look up at him I 
realized just how huge he was – almost twice my size! 
Running on to the court was a spectacular, nerve-wracking 
experience. My legs were shaking, my stomach had butterflies 
and all I could think about were the 18,000 pairs of eyes gazing 
upon us in the stadium. 
But when we started to play all my nerves faded. I focused 
on the game and played as well as I could. I’m not sure if the 
crowd favored any team, but I remember spectators roared 
when our team scored. It was like nothing I had heard before. It 
was so much fun! 
We played a normal five-on-five match, but we mixed with 
some students from the NBA Yao School. As we were warming 
up we agreed to try and let everyone score. We tried our 
hardest, but when you are playing and the adrenaline starts 
pumping it is hard to just let somebody go by you. 
The referee did a wonderful job and congratulated us on 
a great game. Even though the game had lasted around 
10 minutes, it felt as if it had gone by in just one minute. 
Everything felt like a blur! 
In the end, it was loads of fun and I’m pretty sure that all of 
the NBA stars enjoyed our little game. I would do it again in 
a heartbeat. Thank you ISB, Mr. Weir and Mr. Monroe for this 
opportunity of a lifetime.

By Jeff Johanson, Director of Student Activities

ISAC Action Roundup
Congratulations to the JV Blue Boys Volleyball team 
for winning the ISAC championship in October, and to 
the JV Blue Girls team for finishing second to BCIS in 
a hard-fought tournament hosted here at ISB. The JV 
White Girls have also finished their season with a fine 
performance in the Division 3 tournament at HISB. This 
all bodes extremely well for the future of ISB varsity 
volleyball as we already look towards 2015-16.

The ISAC middle school soccer season culminated with 
a strong performance from our boys and girls teams. We 
are proud of their achievements on the field.

Congratulations to our middle school badminton 
teams who played outstanding games at the ISAC U/14 
Badminton Tournament on October 11. More than 100 
students from nearly a dozen schools competed in the 
tournament at WAB. ISB’s girls and boys teams swept 
division 1, clinching first, second and third places. In 
division 2, both girls and boys took first and third places. 
There were some great games played and hard-fought 
victories claimed. Well done to our teams!

GO DRAGONS!
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No Shortcuts to Perfect IB Score for Hardworking ISB Graduate
When Ethan Tseng logged on to the International 
Baccalaureate (IB) website to check his diploma examination 
score in July, he casually gazed at the figure next to his name: 
45. Was it a mistake? Had he bombed and only scored 45 
percent? After a few uneasy moments, the exciting reality 
dawned on him: he had scored 45 out of 45.

“Upon checking my results, my first thought was a nonchalant 
‘Oh, I got a 45.’ Then it hit me. My next immediate thought was 
‘Oh my god, I just got a perfect score in IB.’ The euphoria felt 
like fireworks going off in my head,” he recalled.

The ISB Class of 2014 graduate joined an exclusive club with 
his perfect score, a feat achieved by around 0.3 percent 
of IB candidates worldwide. Ethan’s success punctuated a 
strong performance in last year’s IB exams by ISB students, 
98 of whom received their full diploma. Their average score 
of 35, which matched the previous year’s average, placed 
significantly above the global average of 30. 

Now studying engineering at Carnegie Mellon University 
(CMU), Ethan hasn’t declared a major yet but is leaning toward 
electrical and computer engineering. An accomplished 
saxophonist during his five years in ISB’s concert band, he 
continues to pursue his passion and hopes to minor in music 
at CMU.

Ethan attributes his IB 
success to “a lot of hard 
work, with a sprinkle 
of the right attitude,” 
adding that his passion 
for learning ignited 
at ISB and effective 
study habits paved the 
way for his academic 
excellence.

“Learning from my 
mistakes was also very 
important. A poor 
grade on a test or an 
essay is not necessarily 
a setback. Rather, they 
provide me with useful 

By Tom Fearon

information on where I went wrong, 
how to correct myself, and thus how 
to succeed on the next assessment,” 
he added.

“But the biggest factor was 
undoubtedly plain old hard work. 
That’s all there really is to success. 
I never stop studying until I feel 
confident in my understanding of the 
material.”

High school principal Paul Wood 
echoed Ethan’s sentiment, noting the 
strong work ethic and effective study 
patterns teachers instill in IB students 
contributed to their success last 
school year.

“The hard work and commitment of 
both students and teachers coupled 
with excellent program support and 
coordination from our present and 
previous IB diploma program coordinators were factors that 
contributed to our students’ high scores,” said Dr. Wood.

Advanced Placement (AP) and the IB are both considered 
rigorous courses and important pathways for high school 
students to enter college. Although colleges confer equal 
value to both AP and IB courses, Ethan said IB students have 
an edge despite the common belief they must jump through 
more hoops than AP candidates for credit. 

“Simply put, IB students are very well-rounded. On the 
academic side, the IB is known for depth and breadth, 
especially in the higher-level courses,” he said. 

“In addition, the IB teaches students to apply and convey 
their understanding of course concepts outside of tests. For 
example, the internal assessment in economics lets students 
apply economic theories to real life situations,” added Ethan, 
who used graph theory to model the roads and intersections 
near his home for his internal mathematics assessment.

Between 2014 and 2016, ISB predicts full-diploma IB students 
will account for about two-thirds of all seniors. Last year there 

were 101 diploma candidates out of a class of 158, with almost 
all seniors taking at least one IB course.  

“This plateauing [of IB student numbers] follows a few 
years of growth, which could perhaps be attributed to a 
better understanding of the IB diploma program in the ISB 
community and a growing realization that universities around 
the world regard it as a high quality program,” said Dr. Wood.

In addition to crediting the IB for helping him become a 
well-rounded student, Ethan also praised the Creativity, Action, 
Service (CAS) program for putting him in excellent stead for 
life after ISB. 

The program encourages ISB students to give back to the local 
community through challenging and enjoyable experiences 
that instill a sense of community service.

“Prior to CAS, I was not a very outgoing person. CAS motivated 
me to explore outside of my comfort zone and introduced me 
to many valuable opportunities. Through CAS, I led a charity 
group, wrote for the student newspaper and participated in 
the ISB Swim Club. CAS certainly takes the cake for pushing 
students’ boundaries,” Ethan said.
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High School Students Combine Passion with Learning in PBL 
High school students carried out a range of projects 
that aligned their passion with hands-on learning in 
June for a project-based learning (PBL) program.

Each team was given a budget of 3,500 yuan ($570) 
and allowed to choose a project that appealed to their 
interest and helped them develop deeper learning 
competencies. 

Wistan C took his passion for robotics to new heights 
when he led a dozen-strong team in building four 
quadcopters. Inspired by a TED Talk about drones, 
Wistan was determined to try his hand at building 
a quadcopter capable of being used for aerial 
photography and humanitarian purposes.

“We became really interested in quadcopters 
after reading about them and looking at potential 
applications,” said Wistan, executive president of ISB’s 
Robotics Club.

Last year, ISB students’ interest in how robotics shape 
our planet – and others – was piqued following a 
March talk by Dr. Ashley Stroupe, a NASA engineer and 
the first woman to drive on Mars using the Spirit rover.

“Robotics is different for everybody, but at its core it’s 
about the application of knowledge and trying your 
hand at different things,” said Wistan.

Another popular PBL initiative was a mock trial based 
on The Prosecutor v. Mabo (Child Soldiers) set in the 
International Criminal Court. The case involved a rebel 
army commander accused of using child soldiers in 
armed conflicts. 

Provided with facts of the case, relevant law and 
witness statements for each character, 17 students 
played the roles of judge, defense and prosecution in a 
drama-packed trial. 

Max B, who reveled in his role as head of the defense 
team, said student empowerment was one of his 
most memorable PBL experiences. “I felt I took on a 
leadership role by writing agendas for our meetings. 
Minimal teacher support [in PBL] encourages students 
to take charge,” he said.

By Tom Fearon

The core idea of PBL is for students to take interest 
in real-life problems and apply new knowledge in a 
problem-solving context. For Matthew C and Nikhil 
K, this involved creating a self-sustaining hydroponics 
unit.

Costing less than 500 yuan ($81), the duo’s project was 
one of the most cost-effective PBLs at ISB. The unit 
comprised of two tubs; the bottom was used to keep 
fish and the top housed a small garden using clay 
pebbles. Water from the garden trickled down to the 
aquarium below, while fish waste was pumped up and 
used as fertilizer for plants. 

“I learned a lot about DIY work. You can’t just buy a 
whole system and expect it to work; you have to plan it 
in terms of pricing and building,” said Matthew.

“Everything looks easy on paper, but when you put it 
into practice there are so many little things you have to 
get right that you don’t always anticipate,” said Nikhil.
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Blue Fire Dance Annual Showcase 2014
ISB is gearing up to host the APAC Dance Festival 
from November 13 to 15. We are one of five schools 
competing in the festival, and our dancers are eager 
to continue the scintillating form they showed at the 
end of last year.

The festival promises to follow in the exciting 
footsteps set earlier this year during one of the 
biggest events on ISB’s dance calendar: the Blue Fire 
Showcase. 

On April 24, the Blue Fire Dance Team performed in 
the annual Blue Fire Showcase. It featured the usual 
hustle and bustle of dancers and costumes strewn 
everywhere. All the hard work by the students, 
teacher supervisors, and supporters of the dance 
team paid off, and the show was a success!

Each dance was superbly choreographed by one 
of the nine student choreographers on the dance 
team. The styles of dance featured included hip-hop, 
contemporary, jazz, Chinese and modern dance. In 
addition to student choreographers, the dance team’s 
director, Ms. Anichowski, also choreographed two 
beautiful Chinese dance pieces, based on the story of 
Mulan.

For nine of the dancers – Lily L, Monica R, Rose Z, 
Betty F, Jamie L, Juliet R, Rhea R, Bea L and Kiefer 
C – this year’s showcase was their last. Captains Lily 
and Monica have been indispensable members of 
the team, guiding the team and choreographing 
amazing piece after piece, including this year’s 
special showcased at APAC, entitled “Porcelain Soul.” 
Dance team manager, Rose Z, was a key member of 
the team in helping to ensure that everything ran 
smoothly. For the other six leaving members of the 
team, they will all be moving to new schools, and the 
dance team wishes them the best of luck.

The Blue Fire Team would like to offer a big thank you 
to all the people who have helped and supported us 
this year and, of course our director Ms. Anichowski 
and assistant directors Ms. Berry and Ms. Tong for all 
of their hard work. 

By Kimberly Y, Grade 12
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or team of friendly counselors. You can learn more about our 
team of Peer Helpers on Dragons’ Gate.

Peer Helpers Lend Helping Hand to New Students  
By Frances G, Year 12

If you attended Orientation Day before the start of the new 
school year, you might have noticed an enthusiastic group 
of high school students in turquoise T-shirts introducing 
newcomers to life at ISB. Peer Helpers are trained, empathetic 
student leaders who promote a positive culture at ISB by 
providing an invaluable support network.

Peer Helpers returned to ISB from summer break a week 
before the start of school to participate in Orientation Day 
tours. Each Peer Helper was paired with a new student based 
on similar hobbies and interests. In the days leading up to the 
start of the new school year, Peer Helpers engaged in a variety 
of activities and games with new students. New students 
particularly enjoyed lunch at a local Chinese restaurant and the 
opportunity to get to know ISB better. 

Besides spreading positivity through our actions, Peer Helpers 
also plan two events per year: Random Acts of Kindness (RAK) 
Week and Stress Fest. RAK Week was inspired by the idea that 
kindness benefits all. 

RAK Week is held in the first semester and promotes kindness 
through a variety of ways. We might throw candy at you, 
we may show you cat videos, we might write thoughtful, 
encouraging phrases around the school. Whatever the case, 
we strive to make kindness contagious. 

In the second semester when stress invariably accumulates, we 
come up with a plan to help students “de-stress” by organizing 
Stress Fest – a week that raises awareness about the negative 
effects of stress and educates students on how to manage it 
in a healthy manner. Stress Fest is usually held in the MS/HS 
Cafeteria. It consists of massages, serving tea, arts and crafts, 
aromatherapy, and last (but definitely not least) jianbing 
(Chinese pancakes)! We promote laughter and positive outlets 
to turn stress around, even if it leads to our hilarious, slightly 
embarrassing, student-teacher flash mob. 

If there are any concerns you see at school, or if you need 
someone to talk to, make sure you contact your Peer Helper 

ISB Tutoring Center Gives Students More Confidence in their Studies
By Jennifer C and Angela C (Grade 12)

Each year ISB welcomes many new students, 
some of whom find being new to Beijing and ISB 
a challenging transition. Some fall behind in their 
learning because they might not understand the 
content or are too shy to ask teachers for help. 
To resolve this issue, ISB recently opened a free 
peer-tutoring center. 

The ISB Tutoring Center is an academic support 
network run by students for students. It serves 
middle school and high school students. Tutoring 
is offered by high school students certified by 
the National Tutoring Association, who provide a 
welcoming atmosphere for their peers and instill 
them with the confidence to master their studies. 
Please contact isbtutoringcenter@gmail.com for 
more information. 

ISB Peer Tutoring Center
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